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Calexico-Based Social Justice Organizations Call for Election to Fill Vacant IVC Board
Area 1 Seat

CALEXICO, CA-- Calexico-based social justice organizations and community members are
appealing that the IVC Board of Trustees pursue an electoral route to filling the recently vacated
Area 1 (Calexico/Heber) seat on the board.

When the seat, briefly held by Trustee Anette Gonzales-Buttner, was vacated, IVC Board
by-laws stipulated a 60-day deadline by when the board must choose between an appointment
versus an electoral route to filling the seat. A petition organized by Calexico-based social justice
organizations seeks to record local support for the electoral route. The previous year has seen a
dramatic rise of new leadership across the Imperial County, and new openings offer an
opportunity for new voices to assume official positions across the county.

“The appointment option turns a democratic process into a job application, biased in favoring
past officials who might be said to have ‘more experience,’” reads the petition. “But elections
aren’t simply about official experience, they are about the values and vision a community seeks
to empower and bring into leadership. Only elections can determine that.”

Imperial Valley College is the largest higher education institution in the county, a dynamic
thoroughfare for a majority of local graduates who pursue higher education. Yet for the most
part, the composition of the IVC Board of Trustees reflects infrequent turnover, and less
representation from recent IVC graduates. Gonzalez-Buttner’s election in 2020 brought in a
transition in the Area 1 seat, held by Calexico restaurant owner Louis Wong since 1999.
Currently, the youngest trustee on the board is in their late 40s. The student-trustee seat on the
board plays a non-voting role.

The appointment option, often pursued in the name of expediency and cost-savings, is
antithetical to the IVC Board’s public spirit, with every trustee representing the community in
their respective areas. Troubling too is that appointments allocate an “incumbent's advantage” to
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an appointee when running for election at the end of their appointment, stacking the deck
against new candidates at the end of an appointee’s term.

Before launching the petition, IVEJC put out an informational campaign to assess interest
among younger community leaders in the IVC Area 1 seat. Two leaders, previously unelected at
the county or city level, but with experience in education, expressed interest in the seat,
suggesting interest among new candidates in a transparent and electoral exchange of ideas
before voters.

The urgency for demonstrating local interest in the electoral route came after word that the
supporters of previously elected (and outvoted) Calexico officials, and in one case a former
official themselves, are taking the appointment route for granted and expressed their interest to
sitting board members. IVEJC, CNC, and CUAC believe all interested candidates, having
served or not, should bring their visions for higher education directly to the voters of Calexico
and Heber.
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